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Abstract: The monitoring and determination of peanut maturity are fundamental to reducing losses
during digging operation. However, the methods currently used are laborious and subjective. To
solve this problem, we developed models to access peanut maturity using images from unmanned
aerial vehicles (UAV) and satellites. We evaluated an area of approximately 8 hectares in which
a regular grid of 30 points was determined with weekly evaluations starting at 90 days after sowing.
Two Artificial Neural Networking (ANN) were used with Radial Basis Function (RBF) and Multilayer
Perceptron (MLP) to predict the Peanut Maturity Index (PMI) with the spectral bands available from
each sensor. Several vegetation indices were used as input to the ANN, with the data being split
80/20 for training and validation, respectively. The vegetation index, Normalized Difference Red
Edge Index (NDRE), was the most precise coefficient of determination (R2 = 0.88) and accurate mean
absolute error (MAE = 0.06) for estimating PMI, regardless of the type of ANN used. The satellite
with Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) could also determine PMI with better accuracy
(MAE = 0.05) than the NDRE. The performance evaluation indicates that the RBF and MLP networks
are similar in predicting peanut maturity. We concluded that satellite and UAV images can predict
the maturity index with good accuracy and precision.

Keywords: PlanetScope; unmanned aerial vehicle; machine learning; Multilayer Perceptron;
Radial Basis Function

1. Introduction

With the changes in the production system, led by food security, limited resources,
environmental preservation, reduction in arable land, and growing food demand due
to population increase [1], digital agriculture emerges as an option to overcome these
challenges and point to new perspectives for agribusiness [2]. Several researchers across
the globe and the private sector in agriculture seek to develop tools to transform data into
information using data from remote sensing associated with artificial intelligence. When
this transformation is possible, growers have options to make the right decision to improve
resource management in the field [3,4] and it can improve crop yields.

In this context, to improve the peanut yield and reduce pods losses, the right decision
about pods’ maturity is needed. When peanut digging is performed at an inadequate time
(too early or too late), it can reduce quality both quantitatively and qualitatively. This is
because the increase in harvest losses is directly related to the maturity point. Pods with
a high maturity level detach more easily from the gynophore; in contrast, immature pods
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return a lower final quality. Thus, estimating the peanut maturity index is still a challenge,
and it is key for a peanut crop [5].

The Hull–Scrape method [6] is the most widely used by researchers and growers.
However, it is laborious and extremely subjective, requiring significant sampling due to
peanut variability in the field [7]. This method considers samples taken from the field,
where maturity levels are classified based on mesocarp color. Researchers have been
working on alternative solutions to modernize this method in recent years, making it more
efficient while reducing human error.

It is possible to create predictive peanut maturity index (PMI) algorithms using remote
sensing and digital technologies. Despite some available studies using these technics, some
have demonstrated only linear relationships and model fitting [8–10]. Ref. [11], created
software to collect information from peanut samples (destructive method) to determine
the optimal harvest time remotely. The innovative method aims mainly to eliminate the
subjectivity of the human eyes. However, the same authors concluded that the model
must reach better levels of accuracy when the sampling is increased. Despite reducing the
subjectivity of the human eye, this is still a destructive method and laborious.

Undoubtedly, an efficient, accurate, innovative, and non-destructive analytical method
to determine the PMI that employs artificial intelligence models, using remote sensing data
through Artificial Neural Networks (ANN), provides high expectations for the sector. This
expectation is due to the ability to map field variability that coupled sensors, both UAV and
satellite, can generate through a single image [12]. However, several factors can influence
vegetation response. It is convenient to use robust techniques with the ability to learn
complex, nonlinear patterns (e.g., ANN) for vegetation parameter prediction associated
with the use of remote sensing [13].

Research to predict yield, biomass, biophysical parameters, and weed detection
shows the potential use of ANN models combined with data generated from remote
sensing [13–17]. Thus, the use of remote sensing platforms combined with ANN can create
models able to predict PMI more accurately and precisely. However, little is known about
the effectiveness of intelligent models associated with remote sensing data, either UAV or
satellite, for estimating PMI in tropical regions, as South American, where peanut crops
have a short cycle. Thus, the objectives of this study are: (1) to evaluate the potential of UAV
and satellite sensors to predict peanut maturity using machine learning techniques and
(2) to validate the maturity prediction performance using spectral bands and vegetation
indices using ANN.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Area

The experiment was conducted in a commercial field during the 2019/20 crop season
in Ribeirão Preto city, São Paulo State, Brazil (Figure 1). The peanut runner-type cultivar
IAC OL3 was planted in November. This cultivar has a growing cycle of approximately
120 days and is planted in more than 75% of Brazilian peanut fields. Dumont city has
a climate classification of Aw, i.e., tropical with dry winter [18].
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Figure 2. The summarized methodology used to create the non-destructive models to predict peanut 

maturity index using neural networks and remote sensing. 

Five plants were collected per sampling point for maturity analysis. All pods of the 

plants in the sample were removed, obtaining 150 to 250 pods for each sampling point. 

The plants were chosen randomly within a 10 m radius from the center plot. Then, all 

pods were submitted to the process of exocarp removal with the help of a high-pressure 

washer, following the Hull–Scrape method [6]. The pods, after removal of the exocarp, 

Figure 1. Experimental field located in Ribeirão Preto, São Paulo, Brazil.

2.2. Field Evaluations

The experiment was implemented over approximately 8 ha, in which 30 central equidis-
tant points at 50 m were distributed. Peanut maturity assessments were performed at 75,
105, 120, and 125 days after sowing (DAS), the last date being three days before uproot-
ing. All evaluations were performed to monitor the behavior of peanut spatial–temporal
variability of the crop to generate prediction models of peanut maturation using artificial
intelligence (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. The summarized methodology used to create the non-destructive models to predict peanut
maturity index using neural networks and remote sensing.

Five plants were collected per sampling point for maturity analysis. All pods of the
plants in the sample were removed, obtaining 150 to 250 pods for each sampling point. The
plants were chosen randomly within a 10 m radius from the center plot. Then, all pods
were submitted to the process of exocarp removal with the help of a high-pressure washer,
following the Hull–Scrape method [6]. The pods, after removal of the exocarp, were placed
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and classified on the peanut maturity board (Figure 1), considering the color column that
determines the maturity of peanut pods.

The number of pods in each color classes was recorded. The sum of brown and black
pods was divided by the total number of pods multiplied by 100, which was used to create
the Peanut Maturity Index (PMI). When the PMI value is up to 70%, this is the ideal point
to start digging [8].

2.3. UAV Image Acquisition

The aerial images were taken with a Micasense RedEdge-M camera which is able to
capture five images in a single shoot in different spectral bands: Blue (465–485 nm), Green
(550–570 nm), Red (658–678 nm), Near-Infrared (820–860 nm), and Red Edge (712–722 nm).
The camera was on board a UAV model DJI Matrice 100 (Shenzhen, China). Before each
flight, the camera was used to capture images of the calibration panel, which were used to
radiometric corrections. To ensure all flights were aligned, control points were drawn with
whitewash in cross shapes and placed at each vertex of the area. In addition, to extract the
exact plant reflectance collected for maturity analysis, lines using whitewash were made to
identify the sampling points in the images. All UAV flights followed the exact dates as the
field crop assessments, with flight times ranging from 10 a.m. to 12 a.m., with altitudes of
90 m and lateral and frontal overlap of 90%. For this flight height, the spatial resolution of
the camera was 7.96 cm.

The flight plan was prepared in the GSPro software. To process the images, the
Pix4D software, the student version, was used to generate orthomosaics and radiometric
correction of the images. The free software Qgis (QGIS Development Team, Open-Source
Geospatial Foundation, Chicago, IL, USA) was used to extract the pixels referring to the
soil reflectance of the aerial images through unsupervised classification (k-means method),
to avoid spectral mixing of the target of interest (plant) with the soil reflectance. A 1 m
radius buffer (equivalent to 3.14 m2) was created from the collection points to cover the
most significant number of pixels. Subsequently, the mean value of the pixel reflectance of
each sample point was extracted.

2.4. Acquisition of PlanetScope Images

Data from the PlanetScope CubeSat platform sensor for the satellite images were used.
PlanetScope is a constellation of satellites comprising different types of satellites with high
spatial and temporal resolution. Currently, PlanetScope has over 180 nanosatellites in
solar orbit, which can collect images daily anywhere on the planet with a 3–5 m resolution
and have four spectral bands: Blue (455–515 nm), Green (500–590 nm), Red (590–670 nm),
Near-Infrared (780–860 nm) [19].

For image correction, PlantScope has made the Surface Reflectance product avail-
able. This product ensures consistency in localized atmospheric conditions, minimizing
uncertainty in the spatial–temporal spectral response. Surface Reflectance is available for
all orthorectified scenes. Image corrections are determined from the top-of-atmosphere
reflectance (TOA) and are calculated from the coefficients provided with the Planet Ra-
diance product. The surface reflectance calculation is a pixel-by-pixel operation using
Lookup Tables (LUTs) generated using the 6SV2.1 radiative transfer code. The LUTs map
the reflectance at the TOA to the Bottom of Atmosphere (BOA) reflectance for all selected
combinations [19]. Due to the low availability of satellite images for the period because
of the rainy season, with cloud presence in the region, Planet images with a maximum
interval of three days were used compared to drone images.

2.5. Vegetation Indices (VIs)

We calculated seven VIs using UAV image reflectance values and six VIs for the
satellite data. The mean values of the VIs and spectral bands were used as inputs to create
non-linear models and, consequently, verify the platforms’ potential (UAV and Satellite) to
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predict peanut maturity variability in the field. All these indices were chosen because they
have promising applications in predicting agronomic parameters in several crops (Table 1).

Table 1. Vegetation Index (VI) for the drone and satellite.

VI Equation References

NDVI (NIR − Red)/(NIR + Red) [20]
GNDVI (NIR − Green)/(NIR + Green) [21]
MNLI (NIR2 − Red) (1 + L **)/(NIR2 + Red + L **) [22]

EVI 2.5 (NIR − Red)/(L ** + NIR + C1 ** Red − C2 **Blue) [23]
NLI (NIR − Red)/(NIR2 + Red) [24]
SAVI (1 + L **) (NIR − Red)/(L + NIR + Red) [25]

NDRE *** (NIR − RE)/(NIR + RE) [26]
NDVI: Normalized Difference Vegetation Index; GNDVI: Green Normalized Difference Vegetation Index; MNLI:
Modified Non-Linear Index; EVI: Enhanced Vegetation Index; NLI: Non-Linear Index; SAVI: Adjusted Vegetation
Index; NDRE: Normalized Difference Red Edge Index; ** L = 0.5; C1 = 6; C2 = 7.5. *** VI not used for the satellite
because the sensor does not provide the RedEdge band.

2.6. Statistical Analysis

The PMI response over time was analyzed using descriptive statistics using Box Plot,
which was presented as a function of the accumulated degree days (aGDD) (Equation (1)).
Thus, a weather station was installed to collect minimum and maximum temperature data
throughout the season (Supplementary Material Figure S1).

aGDD = ((Tmax + Tmin)/2) − Tb (1)

where Tmax is the maximum temperature, Tmin is the minimum temperature, and Tb is
the lowest basal temperature for peanut production (13.3 ◦C).

To improve box plot analysis and obtain better visualization of peanut maturity vari-
ability on the field, the PMI maps were interpolated using the Inverse Weighted Distance
(IWD) deterministic method generated in the Qgis software for each collection date.

2.7. Description of ANN Models for Prediction of PMI

Data modeling techniques were performed in which two Artificial Neural Networks
(ANN) models were used to predict peanut maturity index using vegetation indices,
the radial basis function (RBF), and the multilayer perceptron (MLP) type. ANNs are
computational models that use artificial neurons and perform functions similar to human
neurons [27]. Among the main advantages of ANN’s is that these models can learn
relationships between variables and recognize patterns through examples, standardizing
the learned information and developing nonlinear models [28,29]. Another factor driving
the use of machine learning techniques in agriculture is the universal fit function of the
models, which admits non-parametric data losses [3,27,30].

2.8. Multilayer Perceptron Neural Networks (MLP)

MLP have been successfully applied with the error back-propagation algorithm
through their supervised training. This network is trained with the inputs matched to
the output variable (PMI) in two stages (forward and backward). Choices such as neural
network architecture, training algorithm, and associated parameters are important opera-
tions in ANN analysis. Looking to avoid a trial-and-error approach to determining these
operations, the Intelligent Problem Solver (IPS) tool, that is part of the Statistica 7 (Statistica
7, StatSoft, Inc., Tulsa, OK, USA) software, was used to obtain the heuristic combination to
make the topology definition easy and fast (minimal-becketing technique and simulated an-
nealing algorithm) [31]. Using the software, it was possible to automatically test a thousand
different models for prediction, network architecture, and associated parameters.

The input layers of the network were composed of the vegetation indices and spectral
bands of the aerial and orbital sensors and the output layer by the PMI. The number
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of neurons ranged from 1 to 20 for the MLP networks and 2 to 4 hidden layers. The
combinations used for the models were: satellite bands; UAV bands and satellite VIs; UAV
VIs; satellite bands and VIs; UAV bands and VIs; satellite and UAV bands; satellite VIs and
UAV; satellite/UAV bands/VIs; and all VIs and bands separately.

The networks are interconnected by connecting forces represented by values called
synaptic weights, which are responsible for storing the acquired knowledge. The values
used in the input layers were normalized according to Equation (2).

yi =
xi − xmax

xmax + xmin
(2)

where xi is the value of the input vector (e.g., bands and vegetation index), xmin is the
minimum value, and xmax is the maximum value observed.

The output value of each neuron in bed k is expressed by yk= g(ak), where g is the
activation function of ak and ak is the synaptic function, which is a linear combination of
the normalized input values and the synaptic weights, as shown in Equation (3).

ak = ∑
j

yjwkj (3)

where wkj are the synaptic weights connecting the yj input values with each k neuron.
The transfer or activation function in the neurons of each layer was the hyperbolic

function.

g(a k) =
eak − e−ak

eak+e−ak (4)

2.9. Radial Basis Activation Function (RBF)

The layers surrounding RBF are:

• the input layer,
• a hidden layer that applies a non-linear transformation from the input space to the

hidden space, and
• the linear output layer seeks to classify patterns received from the hidden layer.

For RBF nets, it is only necessary to define the training algorithm and a smoothing
factor, which were determined by the IPS tool.

RBF nets, such as MLP nets, are multilayer nets; however, the sigmoid activation
function of neurons in the RBF hidden layer is changed by another class of function, whose
value decreases or increases concerning distance from a central point [32]. In this study, the
Gaussian function used for the RBF network (Equation (5)) was the radial basis function.

ϕ = exp
(
− v2

2σ2

)
(5)

where v = ‖x − µ‖ is the Euclidean distance between the input vector and the center
µ of the Gaussian function, and σ is the width. The Euclidean distance from the input
vector to the center µ is the input to the Gaussian function, which provides the radial unit
activation value.

2.10. Training, Validation, and Performance

During the training phase, the ANNs were trained 1000 times for each model for the
RBF networks because the free parameters are obtained randomly. The input and output
layers followed the same principle as the MLP network, and the simulations for the RBF
network were also the same, as well as the number of neurons, which varied from 1 to 20.

The database was divided into 80% for training and 20% for model validation. The
procedures for training and validation of neural network models were implemented in the
Neural Networks package of Statistic data analysis software (Statistica 7.0, Statsoft Inc.,
Tulsa, OK, USA).
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The efficiency of the networks was analyzed using graphics with a 1:1 ratio. Accuracy
and precision were analyzed using the mean absolute error (MAE) for the prediction error
and the coefficient of determination (R2) for precision, demonstrating the reliability of the
data obtained from the predictions of the variables. Furthermore, comparative analyses
were performed between the predicted and observed data. The accuracy and precision
were evaluated by calculating MAE, and the coefficient of determination (R2) is represented
by Equations (6) and (7), respectively.

MAE =
1
n ∑n

i=1

(
Yi −Yi

)
(6)

R2 =
SQR
SQT

(7)

where SQR is the sum of squares of the residuals and SQT is the sum of total squares.
To answer which is the best model to predict peanut maturity and which vegetation

index presented the best performance in the validation step of the ANN models, the best
model was the one that presented the lowest MAE value, that is, the one that presented the
best accuracy (up to 0.06).

3. Results
3.1. Exploratory Analysis of PMI

The PMI variability on the field is low (<10%) when the peanut plants were 1423 aGDD
at 75 days after planting (DAP). On the other hand, when the plants reached 1778 aGDD,
the variability among plots increased at 105 DAP (Figure 3). The box plot shows that at
2099 aGDD, the PMI median was near to the first quartile, indicating positive asymmetric
distribution, while the PMI distribution on other analyzed dates showed negative asym-
metric distribution. In addition, the spatial distribution maps provide a useful visualization
of peanut variability on the field, where it decreases when the peanut plants increase the
aGDD and are ready to be dug.
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Figure 3. Spatial and temporal variability maps in the function of degree days (aGDD) and box plot
distribution for peanut maturity.

3.2. Comparation between Remote Sensing Platforms

Among all models tested for the satellite platform, the highest accuracy (MAE = 0.05)
was found using the RBF network for both inputs, bands (Bands_sat), and the combination
between bands and satellite vegetation indices (B/VI_sat). The same accuracy level was
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found for the UAV platform using RBF networking for the model that has a combination of
different VIs. In contrast, MLP models had an accuracy of 0.06, except for NDVI_sat and
B/VI_sat, and the MAE was equal to 0.05 for both models (RBF and MLP) (Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Accuracy (Mean Absolute Error) and precision (R2) of the model validation for the networks:
(a) multi-layer perceptron-MLP; (b) radial basis activation-RBF neural networks.

When the models were trained and validated with the variables separately, the green
band from the satellite was the variable that estimated the PMI with the highest accuracy
and precision using RBF. The NDVI_sat and NDRE_UAV showed the best models for the
MLP network, which estimated the PMI with an accuracy of 0.05 and 0.06, respectively,
and a precision of R2 = 0.90 for both inputs (Figure 4).

In this research, the ANN models developed show good accuracy and precision to
predict peanut maturity using remote sensing (UAV and satellite image). However, based
on accuracy and precision, the UAV images presented better performance than satellite
images (Table 2), with 15 models for each algorithm (RBF and MLP), while 13 models were
found using satellite images. Despite that, the models generated using satellite platform
images resulted in the best accuracies (Figure 4).
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Table 2. Resulting models, topologies, accuracy, and precision of ANN.

Training Validation

Simulation Model Model Structure MAE R2 MAE R2

B/VI_sat *
RBF 3:20:1 0.05 0.89 0.05 0.90
MLP 4:20–10:1 0.06 0.90 0.05 0.90

green_sat RBF 1:14:1 0.06 0.90 0.06 0.90
MLP 1:20–10:1 0.06 0.89 0.06 0.89

NDVI_sat
RBF 1:13–1:1 0.05 0.89 0.05 0.89
MLP 1:1–6:1 0.05 0.90 0.05 0.90

NDRE_UAV
RBF 1:1–1:1 0.06 0.88 0.06 0.88
MLP 1:20–10:1 0.06 0.90 0.06 0.90

Bands_sat
BRF 3:3–20:1 0.05 0.87 0.05 0.87
MLP 4:20–8:1 0.06 0.86 0.06 0.84

Index_UAV BRF 3:3–20:1 0.05 0.91 0.05 0.91

B/VI_UAV ** MLP 5:11–10:1 0.06 0.89 0.06 0.89
RBF: Radial Basis Function; MLP: Multilayer Perceptron; Neural network architecture is presented in the form of
I:N:O, in which “I” is the number of input variables, “N” is the number of neurons in the hidden layer, and “O” is
the number of output variables. * B/VI_sat = satellite bands and vegetation index; ** B/VI_UAV = UAV bands
and vegetation index.

3.3. ANN Performance

Ten models for each topology combination were selected using the IPS approach,
considering MAE between 0.05 and 0.06 and R2 up to 0.85 in the validation step. As a result,
six models for each ANN tested (RBF and MLP) showed the potential to be used when
the input variables were from UAV images. In contrast, satellite images resulted in eight
models (Table 2). The RBF network used three inputs for all models combined (B/IV_sat;
Band_sat; Index_UAV), while the MLP network used four and five inputs (Table 2). In other
words, RBF models can be more efficient than MLP due to fewer variables being required
to predict the same output, and it could be more useful to growers and field assistance.

Among the topologies tested, the ANNs used 20 neurons in the first hidden layer for
the simulations (B/VI_sat; Bandas_sat; Index_UAV). The MLP network used 11 neurons
for B/IV_UAV in the first hidden layer and 10 in the second. For the simulations conducted
for each variable separately, the RBF model used only 1 neuron in the hidden layer for
NDRE_UAV, while the MLP used 20 neurons in the first hidden layer and 10 in the second.
However, both models showed the same accuracy (0.06), with only a difference in precision
(RBF = 0.88 and MLP = 0.90). Thus, the number of neurons in the hidden layer is not
a determining factor in obtaining good ANN models to estimate maturity based on spectral
data of peanut crop (Table 2).

We used sensitivity analysis to rank the importance of each input variable used in
the models to predict peanut maturity (Tables S1 and S2 in the supplemental material).
Based on the performance, accuracy, and precision analysis, the best ANN models using
satellite platform to estimate PMI are found when the spectral bands and VI are combined
(B/VI_sat) independently of the ANN type, RBF, and MLP networks. The sensitivity
analysis for the RBF model used three inputs and had, as the most important variable, the
NIR band, followed by the VI, EVI, and MNLI. The MLP network used the four inputs
(NDVI, blue, green, and GNDVI) in importance order.

The aerial platform also showed the potential to predict peanut maturity with the
vegetation indices for the RBF network. The architecture used the variables NDRE, NLI,
and SAVI, with an order of importance of first, second, and third, respectively.

3.4. Validation Models

The performance of RBF and MLP models indicates that the networks are similar for
predicting peanut maturity (Figures 5 and 6). In our validation process, is important to
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point out that when NDV, calculated from satellite image (NDVI_sat), was used as a single
input it resulted in a better fitted straight line, and the prediction values were close to the
1:1 line. The RBF model for UAV vegetation indices had the best performance in terms of
accuracy and precision for the combined models.
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4. Discussion

Our research developed a peanut maturity prediction model integrating orbital and
airborne remote sensing. These models will improve the optimal peanut harvest point,
considering peanut maturity variability. As peanut plants accumulate growing degree
days, the PMI increases, showing the dependence on climate temperature to reach pod
maturity [33]. Peanuts have a growth habit that is characterized as indeterminate, which
causes a lot of variabilities and makes the identification of the ideal maturity point difficult.
Another aspect to consider is the fact that the crop does not show visible physiological
changes in leaves to indicate the senescence process in the plant. In other words, this means
that, in the same plant, pods can be found in different stages of development (R2 to R8).
This variability within the same plant is represented by a gynophore inside the ground
containing an intumescent ovary, up to pods with 2/3 or 3/4 of the fruits fully developed,
with a typical coloration varying from brown to black [34].

Despite the difficulty in identifying pod maturity, the most widespread method among
growers and researchers for determining the PMI is the Hull–Scrape method [6], a destruc-
tive and subjective methodology. This method is considered subjective because the pods’
color can be seen to be different between analysts. An assertive harvest can be reaped by ac-
curately determining the ideal point of PMI without subjectivity. Over the years, researchers
showed methods to determine the best time to harvest peanuts. However, the proposed
methods have significant limitations and uncertainties [11]. The use of remote sensing and
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machine learning technologies has been helpful for the agricultural sector, especially as
an easy and non-destructive way to access the agriculture parameter [35]. However, a sim-
ple peanut prediction maturity model with good precision and accuracy is still a challenge
for the peanut production sector. This model is needed because, when peanut digging is
performed over mature pods, it can return quantitative and qualitative losses.

Trying to solve the main peanut issue related to maturity, [9] observed potential in
the use of satellites imagens to predict peanut maturity using non-linear models. The
conditions where their models were developed were similar to those of this paper, however,
they only tested the Gompetz model to explain peanut maturity. Despite that, this first
result was very important once they showed a decrease in the vegetation index, while the
PMI increased. This response was similar to our results. Recently [10], proposed the use of
RNA to predict peanut maturity in two conditions, irrigated and dryland fields using UAV
and multispectral cameras, and the precision models for both fields were higher than 0.90.
In this paper, we found similar model performances, especially using the RBF model as
input VI calculated by UAV images (R2 = 0.91—Figure 6c).

We tested combinations with multiple inputs for the models created using the bands
and VIs and individual inputs to generate simpler models. The green band has already
shown, in several studies, higher sensitivity to chlorophyll content (chlorophyll a and b)
and biomass in monitoring the yield of corn, soybean, potato, and wheat [21,36–38]. For the
peanut crop, refs. [8,39], using multispectral radiometer sensor and multispectral camera
on UAV, respectively, found no potential in using the green band due to its low ability
to determine maturity variability at different stages, contrasting with the results of this
study, where the green band of the satellite was able to identify crop maturity variability
accurately and precisely. The reflection of the generation of non-linear ANN models and
the difference between sensors may justify the different results between the studies.

The NDVI presents limitations for vegetation with high density due to the high
absorption of radiation in the red wavelength by chlorophyll pigments. However [9], using
high-resolution images for the peanut crop, no evidence of saturation for NDVI was found.
A result was also observed in this work in which the model generated from the satellite
NDVI could express the actual variability of PMI while NDRE showed higher sensitivity to
high vegetation density. In addition, our results from satellite images and RNA were more
accurate than those of the model tested by [10] using NDVI as an input; we found precision
levels of 89% (R2 = 0.89), independently of the RNA tested (Figure 5h). Ref. [40], when
evaluating the response of NDVI and NDRE for soybean cultivar, reported that NDRE
did not show evidence of saturation for proximal sensors. This result was supported by
hypotheses that VI which contains the red-edge band, which has been commonly reported
in studies with highly dense vegetation [40–42].

Although the differences between sensors are apparent, such as sensor type, spatial
resolution, spectral resolution, and angle of view, it is essential to look at the models
generated from different platform types to generate more robust models [43]. Due to this,
it is crucial to conduct research that seeks to study, in depth, the responses and information
generated from different types of platforms in remote sensing, considering the distinct
characteristics of the sensors and crops.

Regarding the types of networks used in this study, they belong to the same class of
ANNs, called feed-forward networks, in which the information processed in the network
follows a direction from the input neurons to the output neurons. There are some differ-
ences between MLP and RBF networks [44]. RBF networks are more straightforward and
generally have more accessible training due to the simple, fixed three-layer structure. MLP
nets work universally, and unlike RBF, all neurons define the network’s outputs. In contrast,
RBF nets act as approximation nets, obtaining the outputs by specific hidden neurons [45].

5. Conclusions

The MLP and RBF neural networks had similar performances concerning the models
created, which allows us to infer that these ANNs can estimate the PMI with high accuracy
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and precision (R2 > 0.87). To monitoring the field and estimate PMI, satellite and UAV
images can be used to assist growers and extension agents in preparing machines to dig
peanuts. They have the option to use MLP or RBF networking; however, because of the
configurations presented, the most appropriated ANN to be used is MLP, with NDVI by
satellite as the input. It is important to point out that peanuts have different characteristics
compared to other oil seeds, thus, evaluations under different conditions are ideal for
creating more robust models. Therefore, studies are needed to verify the applicability of
our models using remote sensing and ANN to predict peanut maturity in other genotypes
and environments.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https://
www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/agronomy12071512/s1, Figure S1: Daily maximum and minimum
temperatures during the 2019 peanut production crops in Ribeirão Preto-SP, BRA. Table S1: Sensitivity
analysis for combinations with multiple inputs RBF network; Table S2: Sensitivity analysis for
combinations with multiple inputs MLP network.
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